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17th July 2017

Dear Parents and Carers,
ONLINE SAFETY – YEAR 3
We have been learning about how to write emails. We have learnt that we should not be
rude in emails and we should say nice things. We have learnt about what emails have in
them. They have a heading, a greeting, a message body that tells you information, a
closing and a signature. We have also learnt that you should always proofread your
emails so you check that they make sense. All emails should have a subject which tells
you what the email is about.
From 3T and Mrs Tennant

FAMILY TIP SHEET

Year 3 Lesson 5 FTS & SAS web

Common Sense on
Effective Email Communication
……………………………………………………………......
What’s the Issue?
Misspellings, slang and never-ending ideas are often tolerated in text messages and
informal emails. However, what happens when children need to write a formal
message? Will they know how to change their writing style to match their
audience? Knowing your audience and making your words match are important
skills for students to learn. Teaching our children to evaluate their audience and
create messages accordingly will help them to gain respect and win better
responses in any formal setting.

Encourage your children to consider the audience and purpose of their email. Using
a more formal tone with people they have never met is the safest and most
respectful way to communicate.
Prompt children to get right to the point. Most people have a lot of email to sift
through. Keeping formal messages as sort as possible is ideal.
Stress the importance of writing only what they would say to a person’s face.
Anything children would say over email should be something they are able to say to
someone’s face.
Suggest to children that they use uppercase type only on rare occasions.
Uppercase letters indicate that you are shouting. Children should use them only if
they really want to make a STRONG POINT.
Remind children to proofread.
They should check their spelling, grammar,
punctuation and formatting before sending an email.
Coach children to use emoticons sparingly. Using smiley faces or exclamation points
on occasion can help others understand their meaning in the absence of visual and
vocal cues. However, they are usually inappropriate with more formal emails. 

